
In February l99l Wendy Langford was working in her garden at 11, St. George's Quay, when she
found a strange mass of corroded copper-alloy, with some fragments of Roman coins. She took it
to the City Museum where it was identified as a small coin-hoard, wrapped in the remains of a
cloth which had been wholly replaced by metallic corrosion products.

The site of the find was the rear garden of the house, adjacent to the former railway track from
Green Ayre to the Castle Station. No. I I is the end of a terrace of houses built soon after 1849.
An earlier group of houses on the site was demolished to allow the railway to be built, and
replacements were built shortly afterwards.t The gardens may well contain upcast from the railway
line, which is cut into the lower slopes of Vicarage Field. Other Roman finds were made on this
stretch of railway in 1849, including what sounds like a votive deposit from a healing well.z

The five loose coins were sent to David Shotter, who kindly identified all of them as radiate issues
of Tetricus I (AD27l-3). The next stage was to have the whole hoard conserved, but there was a
difficult choice: should we preserve the whole concretion, with its corrosion-replaced cloth, or
should we take the coins apart in order to establish the make-up of the hoard? In the event we went
for a compromise; to make an exact cast of the whole hoard in its cloth container, and then disect

it.

The work was kindly undertaken by Antony David, Senior Conservation Officer at Lancashire
County Museum Service and was not completed until 1994. The coins were parted, which meant
sacrificing the cloth-impression, and removed in sequence in order to detirmine any date-lag
between them. When the coins were separated they were all examined by Dr. David Shotter, whose
report follows.

Report

The twenty-nine coins, all radiates, were found stacked in a column and wrapped apparently in a
piece of linen. The date range of the coins is tight (AD.269-273), which, together with the very
good condition of many of them, suggests that they were lost or deposited in the ewly 270s. Th;
coins may have been found close to their original location; alternatively, they may have fallen down
the hillside since Roman times. This is the third small hoard of radiates to be found in Lancaster in
the last twenty years, though the other two contained some coins later than those of Tetricus II.

A Roman Coin-Hoard
from St. George's Quayo

Lancaster

Victorinus 3 (inc. RIC 55)

Divus Victorinus 1 (RIC 83)

Divus Claudius I (RIC 259)

Tetricus I 15 (inc. RIC 56,87,100(3), 106(2),
126(2), 132, t4I(2), t48).

Tetricus II 6 (RIC 234,245(2),254,260,270)

Illegible 3

Andrew White
&

David Shotter

It is striking that with the single
exception of the issue of I)ivus
Claudius (which was a copy of very
poor quality) all the coins were issues
of rebel-emperors of the Imperium
Galliarium.
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It is striking that with the single exception of the issue of Divus Claudius (which
was a copy of very poor quality) all the coins were issues of rebel-emperors of the

The coins

a.) From the column, with Antony David's numbering :- from the right.

l' IMP c rETRIcvs PF AVG Four coins were left unseparated; of these, three
illegible are of course illegible, whilst the obverse of the
2. C PIV ESV TETRICUS CAES exposed coin is-
[PRINC IVVENT] RIC 260 

IMP C VICTORINUS PF AVG
3. C PIV ESV TETRICUS CAES

INVICTUS RIC 234

4. c PIV ESV TETRICUS CAES One coin is in fragments, but was evidently an

ORIENS AVG RIC 245 issue of Tetricus I.
s' IMP TETRICUS PF AVG Eight coins are loose: one of these was adhering
VICTORIA AVG RIC l4l to the outside of the linen wrapper.
6. IMP C TETRICUS PF AVG

SALVS AVGG RIC 126

7. c P1y ESV TE].RICUS CAES IMP C TETRICUS PF AVG

SPES AVGG RIc 270 SALVS AVGG RIC 126
8. IMP C TETRICUS PF AVG

VICTORIA AVG RIC I41

9. IMp c TETRICUS pF AVG The remaining seven are-

COMES AVG RIC 56 1. IMP C TETRICUS PF AVG
10. IMP c TETRICUS PF AVG pAX AVG RIC 100
VIRTVS AVGG RIC I48

II. IMP TETRICUS PF AVG 2. IMP C VICTORINUS PF AVG

pAx AVGG RrC 106 illegible

12. C PIV ESV TETRICUS CAES 3. IMP C TETRICUS PF AVG
PIETAS AVGG RIC 254 LAETITIA AVGG RIC 87
13. DIVO CLAVDIO

coNSECRArro Rrc 25e 4-5. IMP C TETRICUS pF AVG

14. C Pry ESV TETRICUS CAES PAX AVG RIC IOO

ORTENS AVG Rrc 24s 6. DIVO VICTORINO pIO
15. IMP C TETRICUS PF AVG

spES AVGG Rrc 132 CONSECRATIO RIC83

16. IMP C VICTORINUS PF AVG 7. IMP TETRICUS PF AVG

PAX AVG RIC 55 PAX AVGG RIC 106

It is clear that this small hoard of coins was wrapped in a linen cloth but whether it was lost or
buried deliberately cannot now be determined. A small number of low value coins like this is
suggestive of a purse - ready money at any rate, and the tight date-range could suggest a pay-out of
newly-minted coins, perhaps even military pay.

The coin hoard is now in Lancaster City Museum, acc. no. LM94.55
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